
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The BNT V8 racers are back again this summer, and 
with a host of changes to rules and race formats 
designed to future proof the class and keep the racing 
interesting. 
 
This is the nearest thing we have to V8 Supercars and 
over the years it’s proved a very popular choice for 
drivers looking to develop their Supercar careers – such 
as current racers Andre Heimgartner and Jack Smith. 
 
With the new technical rules now very relaxed the 
category has now become very appealing to a number 
of drivers, with modifications of all sorts now 
permitted in the naturally aspirated V8 saloon car 
category – it being a case of bring what you have got 
and go racing.  
 
It is expected that the new format will prove to be 
very popular with two short sprint races on Saturday 
and a one hour feature race on Sunday with a balance 
of performance compulsory pit stop to even the field 
out and give everyone a chance of winning. 
 
Round One sees a wide variety of V8 cars lining up for 
the new look format.  Former champion, Nick Ross of 
Cambridge will be back in action in his Nissan Altima 
TLX.  
 
Lance Hughes will run in his now modified Hamilton 
Asphalts Holden Commodore TLX.  With two drivers 
allowed for the one hour feature race on Sunday, V8 
Supercar driver and two time NZ V8 Champion, Andre 
Heimgartner will partner Hughes.  
 
Also joining the grid is Rob Wallace aboard his Holden 
Commodore V8 SuperTourer. Former NZV8 
frontrunner Tim Edgell returns to the track in his 
modified Holden Commodore V8 SuperTourer 
 
Sean Varney will roll out in his BMW V8, alongside 
another euro racer in the form of the DFM Racing 
Audi RS5 - Matt Dovey and Jono Lester partnering 
together for the longer feature race.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Also look for the wild Ford Mustang of Sam Collins.  
Hamilton’s Simon Fleming makes his on track return in 
his Ford Falcon TL. 
 
Peter Begovich joins the field in his modified Holden 
Commodore TL and Kerry Jones will race his Corvette 
Tranzam.  
 
Also look for regular Nigel Karl in his modified Ford 
Falcon TL. 
 
Pukekohe Entry 
 
7 Nick Ross  Nissan Altima 
8 Tim Edgell   Holden SuperTourer 
16 Peter Begovich  Holden Commodore VY 
46 Simon Fleming  Ford BA Falcon 
51 Robert Wallace  Holden SuperTourer 
80 Jono Lester/Matt Dovey Audi RS5 
84 Lance Hughes  Holden Commodore 
777 Sam Collins   Ford Mustang 
TBC Kerry Jones  Corvette Tranzam 
TBC Nigel Karl  Ford Falcon TL  
TBC Sean Varney  BMW V8 
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Big format changes for BNT V8s 


